SHAPE IMPACT ON AERODYNAMIC FORCES
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Abstract—In present study, an investigation has been carried out for the unsteady turbulent flow over various type of cylinders. Reynolds- Average Navier-Stroke (RANS) equations along with SST (Shear Stress Transport) model are solved using finite element method in order to study the variation of aerodynamic forces. Linear triangular mesh elements are used for the grid generation of the computational domain. Simulation is performed at a high Reynolds number of Re=1,00,000 based on the free stream velocity and diameter of the cylinder. Influence of change of angle of attack on aerodynamic forces is examined. Results shows, the rectangular cylinder show maximum variation of drag and lift with the change of angle. The wake region behind the cylinders are also observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flow over various types of geometric shape has become an area of great importance in fluid mechanics due to complex wake vortex formation behind the body. Flow past a cylinder is always associated with the separation of flow behind it, which incurs a large amount of energy losses. In practices, this problem has application in the field of aerodynamics engineering, engineering structures, heat exchangers, etc.

Many researches had been carried out previously on both and turbulent flow. The frequent study in this cylindrical shape is due to its simplicity in geometry and complexity in the flow characteristics. These studies have been carried out both numerically and experimentally. Eugen Dimotﬁet al. (2014) numerically studied turbulent flow around a circular cylinder using direct numerical simulation method (DNS) and SST k – ω model. They found that the turbulent SST k – ω model gives good prediction near the wall region than DNS model. Karabelas et al. (2012) used modiﬁed k – ε model, but this model shows poor results in near the wall region. Ebrahim Shirani (2001) numerically studied flow over circular cylinder at different Reynolds number and found Mach number over 0.6, the ﬂow parameter becomes independent of Reynolds number. Sercan Yagmur et al. (2017) experimentally and numerically studied flow characteristics around an equilateral triangle cylinder. They found that, the drag coeﬃcient decreased with increasing Reynolds number while increasing the vortex shedding frequency. Nasaruddin Salam et al. (2014) computationally studied characteristics of fluid ﬂowing over triangular and circular cylinder in tandem conﬁguration. They found that the vortex is damped between the cylinders as axial distance increased. The flow around various types of cylindrical shape exhibits a remarkably complex behavior and many publications can be found in that literature (Luigi Casrassale et al. (2014), D. Arumugha Perumal et al. (2012); Roya Shademani et al. (2013); R. Gautier et al. (2013); Xu Liu et al. (2020); J. F. Derakhshandeh et al. (2017)). The present study is devoted to the study of flow past circular, rectangular, square and triangular cylinder.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The dimension of the cylinders are, for circular cylinder the diameter is 50mm, for rectangular cylinder 25mm*100mm, for square cylinder and equilateral triangular cylinder the length of each edges are 50mm. A rectangular domain of dimension 11D*38D where, D is the diameter of the circular cylinder is considered in the present study shown in ﬁg-1. The Cartesian coordinate system is adopted and the origin of the domain is set at (0,0), the cylinders were placed in the origin.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the computational domain

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The fluid ﬂow problem is deﬁned by the law of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. These laws are expressed in terms of partial differential equations which are discretized with a finite element based technique. The mathematical model is draw up considering incompressible, one phase, ﬁxed domain Newtonian ﬂuid ﬂow over the cylinder. From the law of conservation of mass comes the continuity equation,

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x}(\rho u) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y}(\rho v) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z}(\rho w) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, \(u, v, w\) are the components of the velocity vector in the global Cartesian coordinate x, y and z direction respectively. In a Newtonian fluid, the relationship between the stress and rate of deformation of fluid is,

$$\tau_{ij} = -\rho \delta_{ij} + \mu \left( \frac{du_i}{dx} + \frac{du_j}{dx} + \delta_{ij} \frac{d}{dx} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
Where, \( \tau_{ij} \) is the stress tensor, \( u_t \) is the orthogonal velocities, \( \mu \) is the dynamics viscosity, \( \lambda \) is second coefficient of viscosity.

In present study, SST turbulent model is used. Since it uniting the predominant behavior of \( k - \omega \) model in near wall zone with robustness of the \( k - \varepsilon \) model (W. P. Jones, 1972). The model equation are expressed in term of turbulence kinematic energy, \( k \) and specific rate of dissipation, \( \omega \), which are given as follows.

\[
\rho \frac{\partial k}{\partial t} + \rho u_i \nabla k = P - \rho \beta_0 k \omega + \nabla [(\mu + \sigma_\omega \mu_t) \nabla k] \quad (3)
\]

\[
\rho \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial t} + \rho u_i \nabla \omega = \frac{\rho}{\mu_t} P - \rho \beta_0 \omega^2 + \nabla [(\mu + \sigma_\omega \mu_t) \nabla \omega] + 2(1 - f_{\varepsilon 3}) \frac{\rho \omega}{\omega} \nabla \omega \cdot \nabla k \quad (4)
\]

Where, \( P \) is a production limiter cased in the model to prevent the turbulent built-up in stagnation region.

The governing parameter of the present study is Reynolds number (Re) defined as follow,

\[
Re = \frac{\rho U_\infty D}{\mu} \quad (5)
\]

Where, \( \rho \) is the density of the fluid, \( U_\infty \) is the flow velocity, \( \mu \) is dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

IV. NUMERICAL MODEL

Finite-element method is used to carry out the numerical simulation of the present problem. At first, the whole computational domain is discretized into a finite number of triangular mesh as shown in fig-2. Extremely finer mesh is applied around the cylinder, since the changes of velocity and pressure around these cylinder is immense.

![Mesh structure of the computational domain](image)

**Figure 2:** Mesh structure of the computational domain

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The aerodynamic performance in terms of drag and lift coefficient is observed. Moreover, the time averaged streamline and velocity filed are visualized in order to identify different flow characteristics.

![Variation of \( C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))](image)

**Figure 3:** Variation of \( C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))

![Variation of \( C_l \) with \( C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))](image)

**Figure 4:** Variation of \( C_l \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))

![Variation of \( C_l \) with \( C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))](image)

**Figure 5:** Variation of \( C_l / C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))

![Variation of \( C_l \) with \( C_d \) with angle of attack alpha (\( \alpha \))](image)

**Figure 6:** Variation of \( C_l \) with \( C_d \)

Figure-3 and fig-4 shows the variation of \( C_d \) and \( C_l \) of the various cylindrical shape with the change of angle of attack \( \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is the angle of attack(AOA) which is the angle between the oncoming air or relative wind and the reference line of the body. It is seen that, for the circular cylinder the lift and drag coefficient remain constant with the change of angle of attack. In the case of rectangular, square and triangular cylinder, there is a change on \( C_l \) and \( C_d \) found with the change of angle of attack. For square cylinder, a little variation occurs on aerodynamic forces with the change of AOA. For triangular cylinder, initially with the change of AOA the drag increases, and at \( \alpha = 60^\circ \) the maximum drag observed and then it gradually decreases and from \( \alpha = 90^\circ \) we see the similar cycle repetition. For the lift curve, the maximum lift coefficient observed at the \( \alpha = 30^\circ \) and \( \alpha = 150^\circ \) and minimum lift observed at \( \alpha = 90^\circ \).

For the rectangular cylinder, maximum fluctuation of drag and lift coefficient with the change of AOA is found. For rectangular cylinder with the change of AOA the drag coefficient increases and at \( \alpha = 90^\circ \) it reaches the maxima and then gradually started to decrease with the increase in AOA. For lift coefficient the maximum lift is observed at \( \alpha = 60^\circ \) minimum lift coefficient observed at \( \alpha = 120^\circ \).
Figure 7: Time-mean streamlines for circular cylinder

Figure 8: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 0^\circ$

Figure 9: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 30^\circ$

Figure 10: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 60^\circ$

Figure 11: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 90^\circ$

Figure 12: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 120^\circ$

Figure 13: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 150^\circ$

Figure 14: Time-mean streamlines for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 180^\circ$

Figure 15: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 0^\circ$

Figure 16: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 30^\circ$

Figure 17: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 60^\circ$

Figure 18: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 90^\circ$
Figure 19: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 120^\circ$

Figure 20: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 150^\circ$

Figure 21: Time-mean streamlines for square cylinder at $\alpha = 180^\circ$

Figure 22: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 0^\circ$

Figure 23: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 30^\circ$

Figure 24: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 60^\circ$

Figure 25: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 90^\circ$

Figure 26: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 120^\circ$

Figure 27: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 150^\circ$

Figure 28: Time-mean streamlines for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 180^\circ$

Figure 29: Velocity field contour for circular cylinder

Figure 30: Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 0^\circ$
**Figure 31:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 30^0$

**Figure 32:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 60^0$

**Figure 33:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 90^0$

**Figure 34:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 120^0$

**Figure 35:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 150^0$

**Figure 36:** Velocity field contour for rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 180^0$

**Figure 37:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 0^0$

**Figure 38:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 30^0$

**Figure 39:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 60^0$

**Figure 40:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 90^0$

**Figure 41:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 120^0$

**Figure 42:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 150^0$

**Figure 43:** Velocity field contour for square cylinder at $\alpha = 180^0$

**Figure 44:** Velocity field contour for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 0^0$
Now, attention is paid to examine the wake formation due to the presence of body. Figure-7 to fig-28 shows the time-mean streamlines for the circular, rectangular, square and triangular cylinder. The rectangular cylinder form wide spread strong vortex at $\alpha = 90^\circ$. From fig-29 to fig-50, shows the velocity field contours for the cylinders. For $\alpha = 0^\circ$ there is symmetric velocity contour found on the presence of the body. As the angle changes the fluctuation found on the vortex formation on the wake. For rectangular cylinder at $\alpha = 90^\circ$ strong vortices formation found, whereas for square cylinder at $\alpha = 0^\circ$, $90^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ and for triangular cylinder at $\alpha = 60^\circ$, $180^\circ$ strong vortex formation is observed.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present study is numerically presented the change of aerodynamics forces with the change of angle of attack of circular, rectangular, square and triangular cylinder. In can be conclude that, the wake vortex has a strong effect on the boundary layer development on the body. For the rectangular cylinder, the fluctuation of lift and drag coefficient is more prominent than any other cylindrical shape.
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